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The Background
When you are taking a portrait of a person, always begin by paying attention to 

the background. Ask yourself if the background is distracting for any reason. What 
is the lighting in the background like? Is there a bright glaring light from a car win-
dow’s reflection, or is the sky too bright or is there a bunch of junk in someone’s 
garage or living room?

Once you observe the background, you must decide if it’s a distraction or not. 
If it distracting, then you must move your subject or you have to move and shoot 
from a different angle. If you’re shooting a close up of a flower, you may need to 
move an adjacent flower out of the way or break it off completely. This one simple 
key will save you from wrecking many good photographs
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The Lighting 
Hands down the most important element in any photograph is the lighting. Ask 

yourself what the light is doing as you compose the photo. Look for the highlights 
and the shadows and the midtones. Pretend to view the scene through the tonal 
composition of b & w instead of color. Colors can be very deceiving. They capture 
your attention with their beauty, but they hide what the light is actually doing in 
terms of highlights and shadows. Learn to look past the vibrancy of the colors and 
see the black, white and grey tones that they represent and are being reflected 
back to your lens.

 
A truly stunning photograph will have a broad spectrum of tones from very dark 

to very light, from absolute black to various shades of gray to absolute white. The 
more variation of tones you are able to capture in the image, the better the light-
ing and contrast will be in the photograph. This is critical for success in black & 
white photography. It is equally important in color photography, but it’s easier for 
a photographer to get away with fewer variations of tones because the colors can 
distract most viewers.
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Quality of Light 
When shooting a portrait, one of the best qualities of light to use is soft, diffused 

light – from a window or a softbox or strobe with diffusion over the flash unit. Let’s 
say you want to take a photograph of your girlfriend. Find a room in the house that 
has natural diffused light coming in through the window. Avoid the temptation to 
use a room that has direct sunlight coming through the window because it will be 
too strong and create too much contrast. What you need to do instead is look for a 
window where indirect light enters the room and diffuses/spreads out throughout 
the entire room.

If you have a softbox or strobe that you fitted with diffusion, that’s even bet-
ter because you will have more control over the direction of the light, so you can 
shape the shadow, and the contrast ratio that much more so.
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Stability with a Tripod 
Make your tripod your best friend, so don’t get a cheap one that will let you 

down in a lurch. You should always take the tripod with you wherever you go be-
cause you never know the moment that’ll need it and not have it. In the above ex-
ample with your girlfriend, pose her near the window on a chair where she can be 
relaxed and she can remain still. Then set up your tripod, put your camera on the 
head, and meter the lighting in the room with the TTL meter (or a handheld me-
ter if you want to be vary precise) and then meter the light falling on the subject’s 
face. Once you know the f-stop of the light reflecting off your girlfriend’s face, you 
can adjust the aperture and shutter speed to get the exact exposure value that you 
want (you could underexpose 1 ½ stops for a more pastel effect or overexpose by 
1 ½ stops to have the colors pop off the image. Remember the first point I made, 
make sure there’s no distracting elements in the background. If there are, then you 
can hang a big blanket or sheet behind her to give you a neutral solid background 
that is not distracting and will actually enhance the subject.

The main reason that you will be using a tripod is that the diffused light in the 
room will be low, so you’ll have to use a slower shutter speed. If you’re shooting 
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Stability with a Tripod 
with a softbox or a strobe, then you’ll want to use an f-stop of f/8 or f/11 (to maxi-
mize sharpness), and you will probably have to use extended exposure times to 
capture the image. By using a tripod you eliminate any camera shake that will blur 
the image. Needless to say, you don’t want to use the camera’s built-in flash to try 
to enhance the exposure value in these low light conditions. And don’t use the 
built-in flash when you’re using a softbox or strobe unit. One more point, if you’re 
relying on the natural, diffused sunlight then instruct your subject not to move 
when you release the shutter; otherwise, you’ll have a blurred image.
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Control Depth of Field 
Learn how to use your aperture and shutter speed in proper conjunction in order to 

control your “depth of field.” If you don’t know what depth of field is, you’re in trouble. 
Ill try to get you out of that trouble real quickly, depth of field is basically how much of 
the depth of the photograph is in focus and how much of it is out of focus or blurred. 
Depth of field is the zone of acceptable focus in front of and behind the area you are 
actually focusing on. In most case, when you are taking portraits, you want the back-
ground out of focus or blurred to a certain degree in order to enhance the sharp focus 
of the subject. This is why it’s advised to use focal lengths 80mm or above for portraits. 
Here’s how you can achieve this result; start by focusing on your subject’s eyes. This is 
the most important part of a person’s face that needs to be have the sharpest level of 
focus.

Next determine how much of the subject’s head you want in focus. If you want to 
have the whole head in focus, then you need to select an f-stop in the middle range, 
say a f/5.6 or f/8. If you decide you only want your girlfriend’s eyes in focus, then you’ll 
need a shallow depth of field and you do this by using a lower f-stop, like an f/18 or a 
f/2. However, if you want her entire head in focus and the bed behind her in focus, too, 
you would have a deep depth of field, which you can get by using a higher f-stop, like 
an f/16 or f/22.
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Developing Your Craft 
Part of increasing the quality of your portrait photography is dependent on how pro-

ficient you are with the technical aspects of photography, so you don’t have to worry 
about that aspect so much and you can concentrate on the artistry. Here are few ideas 
of things to do to develop your craft and extend your artistry. 

• Portfolio power – work with an editor to develop a strong portfolio;
• Start an art project or series – decide upon a theme and shoot at least 3 dozen im-

ages that cover that theme;
• Experiment whenever possible – carry your camera with you as much as possible, 

and shoot as much as possible to develop your, see how things interact, and for contin-
ued review;

• Finding great subjects – spend the time to select subjects/models that bring some-
thing unexpected and inviting to your photographs; 

• Inspire your subject – developing a rapport with your subjects is key to getting the 
most out of them, and into your images;

• Make it personal – design the concept of the portrait so it says something more 
than, “here’s so-and-so”, design it to bring out something about the subject that you 
can’t tell from the surface;

• Basic portrait setup – master the basic 3-light studio portrait setup. Make it a 
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Developing Your Craft 
point to know where to set up the main, fill and accent lights for a studio portrait;

• Set limits for better results – don’t go crazy with the number of frames that you 
shoot (which you can do with a high capacity memory card), and set parameters (i.e. 
shoot 36 images in a row all vertically)

• Post-processing – get more than a rudimentary understanding what can be done 
with the various post processing software programs like Photoshop and what can be 
done at a photo lab to enhance a photo.

Aperture: Experiment with different apertures for different results. A wide open ap-
erture (one with a low f-stop) will blur the background and make the subject stand out. 
A small aperture (a higher f-stop) will make the whole scene come into better focus.

Focus: When taking portraits, your focus should be your model’s eyes as they are the 
mirrors of one’s soul. Every set of eyes has several dozen stories to tell and it is your job 
as a portrait photographer to bring those stories out in your photograph. Remember, 
the smiling face doesn’t always produce the most effective portrait. Experiment with 
different facial expressions while maintaining focus on eyes. Don’t focus on the model’s 
eyebrows, focus on the irises; many people make this mistake.
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Developing Your Craft 
The Right Angle and Pose: Posing and the angle of body and the face are critical ele-

ments to a startling portrait photo. If your model/subject looks straight into the cam-
era, with a flat, emotion-less expression you’re going to have a boring and dismissed 
photo. Amp up the image quality with an carnal smile, seductive tilt of the head and 
parting of the lips, a theatrically flamboyant look, tilt the chin down or up, turn the 
head back while walking forward, sit and look up and away; bottom line – get creative 
with the poses and expressions. Experiment with poses and you will get some great 
portraits.
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Make the Model Comfortable 
In order to take high quality portraits, where the model looks natural and in which 

you can bring out the true personality of your subject, you must make your model feel 
comfortable and easy. He or she must feel relaxed and safe in order to then be free and 
spontaneous and give you what you need for the best image. It is highly important to 
spend some time with your model prior to clicking off frames in order to know him/
her better and make him/her comfortable. Also you have to have a vibrant personality 
– at least for the photo shoot – so don’t forget to smile, crack some jokes or talk about 
music or art or something that will interest the model. Basically, you need to be flirting 
with the model – male or female – where the goal isn’t a follow-up romantic encounter, 
but a series of inviting, expressive and emotionally charged images.
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Shoot a Lot of Frames 
Digital photography has eliminated the expensive and prohibitive cost of developing 

your film at the photolab; it costs nothing to keep shooting dozens and dozens of im-
age, so do that from as many as you can with as many angles, poses and expressions 
from your model as you can. Shoot inside, go out, walk and shoot, sit by the beach or 
the park and take several frames, change clothing, change the makeup – in short, apply 
all the creativity and options at your disposal and keep shooting. It will not only raise 
your chances to shortlist some amazing images from the lot, but it will also make your 
model more comfortable and get used to you just clicking away and it will bring out his/
her true personality thus making the photos more appealing and natural.
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Shot Level - Get high or get low 
Successful portrait photography is rarely always done shooting at the eye level. Po-

sitioning the camera high or low while keeping the focus on eyes brings out interest-
ing features and add different flavors to the portraits. So make the model sit, stand up, 
climb up to the stool or ladder or stairs and shoot. Or you go high, climb up or position 
your camera high and shoot. You will have more and more interesting options.
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The Beauty of Make up 
Makeup is an essential element for the success of nearly every female portrait pho-

tograph, and many males can be helped with a touch of foundation, too. Makeup not 
only covers up the dark sides of a face, it may also make a face glow and appear even 
and appealing. Some artistic makeup also can be employed to endow your model with 
a sophisticated or trendy look that is based on his or her personality. It also will make 
your model more confident and happy, because the final shots will be that much more 
stunning.
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The Value of Assistants 
Obtain help from a friend or an assistant to hold the reflector or help your model to 

change the outfits, or change hairstyle is always a capital idea. You may ask your model 
to bring a friend or family member to shoot, so you can have a little helper and the 
model will feel more comfortable with their presence. You may also hire an experience 
photo assistant, or get an intern from a local Photography school.
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Prime Lenses for the Portrait 
Prime lenses use less optical elements, thus there is minimal chromatic aberration or 

distortion. Therefore, prime lenses usually give much better results to the similar fo-
cal length on a zoom. However, the main drawback you’ll have when shooting with a 
prime is the lack of flexibility in composition, and the need for you, the photographer, 
to move a lot more.
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Get Close and Shoot Fast 
I’ll tell you two of the most important considerations when it comes to portrait pho-

tography; first, don’t be shy and get as close as you can to your subjects. Second, make 
sure that you shoot quickly. You subject will loose that “energy” of the pose and the 
mental images they’re conjuring in their head – that will read on their face – if you 
spend too much time focusing, setting the aperture, and getting the composition you 
want, after you’ve put them in position and said, “I’m ready”.
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